
Your tasks:
   Active role in the development of overall concepts for OB vans,  

TV/radio studios as well as special vehicles for public authorities
   Designing parts and components for the fitting out of vehicles or premises,  

considering the technical requirements of the overall system
   Preparation of documents for internal production and external suppliers using  

3D and 2D CAD applications (Inventor, AutoCAD)
   Cooperation and coordination with project management, customers,  

further departments and suppliers
   Checking customer-specific requirements for feasibility, taking into account the  

cost framework, quality requirements and schedule
  Material and design selection depending on the area of application 
  Preparation of technical documents and documentation

Your convincing profile
   You have completed a mechanical engineering degree or technician training or  

have a comparable qualification
   Ideally, you already have professional experience in the field of mechanical engineering or 

plant manufacturing
   You enjoy working independently
   You have good CAD and Office skills
   Communication and teamwork skills, responsible work and motivation to  

find technical solutions are among your positive characteristics

Our offer
  Work in an interdisciplinary team
  Worldwide projects with plenty of variety and challenges
  Flexible working hours within the framework of a flexitime model
   Helpful colleagues who offer advice and support during the induction phase and  

who also help you find solutions after the successful induction phase
   Inter-company benefits such as company pension scheme, supplementary health 

insurance, job bike 

Are you interested?
Please send us your CV and documents
with details of your salary expectations
and your earliest starting date by email to

 Broadcast Solutions GmbH 
Nanni Beck, Head of Human Resources 
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 5 
55411 Bingen am Rhein 
Germany 
www.broadcast-solutions.de  
jobs@broadcast-solutions.de

We are happy to answer your questions
about the job offer by telephone at
Phone +49 6721 4008 25.

For our headquarters in Bingen am Rhein (Germany), we are looking for a

Constructor (m/f/d) 

Broadcast Solutions is one of Europe’s largest system integrators for broadcast and media infrastructures. Founded 
more than 18 years ago in Germany, Broadcast Solutions stands for innovation and engineering services “Made in 
Germany.” With subsidiaries in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East, we offer our services in all areas of broadcast,  
content creation, and distribution worldwide. 

Broadcast Solutions offers its customers tailor-made solutions with more than 200 employees and as a manufacturer-
independent system integrator. We implement complex systems in the media sector, characterized by innovation 
and technical leadership. Leveraging our products and systems, our customers create, produce and distribute  
content that is consumed worldwide. This includes the world’s largest sporting events and media infrastructures in 
sports, broadcast, industry or medicine, which set standards on a national and Europe-wide scale.


